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to be so petrified in their midst…

An Act of Suppression
(for William Wantling)
Dragging a sorry-ass body to the studio
riddled with pain
I see there up ahead a Yellow Tiger-Swallowtail
flopping around on the pavement
bizarrely
like something convulsing
or someone improvising
or a body working through a choreography.
I know this isn’t normal
I am intimate with this poet-butterfly - it has made me aware
as I bend down and unfold the massive flopping wings
I see there the Bald-faced Hornet
beautiful and black terrible and white
clutching the body with its
desperate and powerful and elegant embrace
locked in the same brutal struggle,
And I know this
never intervene
don’t do it
don’t
who knows which animal is more rare?
who knows what is beauty really and what is life
and what is death?
but I can’t help it
I am exhausted and riddled with pain
I pry them apart
and feel better
watching them fly off
in opposed direction.

Why Can’t It Last
We just want to feel better you asshole,
what’s the big deal?
We just want that harmless mild euphoria to stay on with us
to feel no pain to know pain
to replace the sorrow and blackstrap molasses
with honey and melancholy
to linger in this soft chair and read our poems
remember but forget.
Please darling don’t go.
Take this pill.
Oh My God
You are such a prude.
What the Fuck!
Why not!
Why can’t it last?
I will offer you anything.

Lost Man with Dog

Hummingbird
The gaggle of kids burst out the door
and flushed the hummingbird from the feeder smack into the glass.
I lifted the small bird from its awkward contortion on the concrete stoop
into the palm of my hand
and breathed again because it lived.
I smoothed the feathers.
The little bird straightened out
blinked its tiny eyes and struggled a bit to breath.
I dribbled some sugar water in my palm since I had read somewhere
that it is possible to starve again in flight.
And I waited there with it
this bird this poet this perfect work of art
whispering and humming because it made me feel fine.
Until suddenly, miraculously it burst from my palm!
Ohhh… look at that! sweetheart look at that! It’s fine its fine!
The kids gathered together close the little girl squealed
up there the bird the bird look!
settling in the cedar
fluttering its wings
and then off! into the Honey Suckle to feed.

Gorget
She will always be powerful.
Small girl with these runes
tattooed up and down her arms her legs.
Life’s flame humming
and dreaming.
And,
iridescent purple gorget feathers
flare out
around that being.
See here she hovers
over the mirror-shine of Cloud Lake’s gloaming
delicate composite of delight
despair.
While we all suspect she has departed
as the storm still traverses that ridge
see there I will always be powerful
small flyer beats back turbulence
dissipates our torment.

Final Music On Earth

The Promised Land
for John D. Robinson
The beauty of my wife
after these 38 years
her morning rhythm
her fit body
her new haircut.
The armloads of cut flowers I brought her.
The pups licking nutbutter from my knife.
I would give away all of this breakfast and more
to consume their eagerness.
And from this mountaintop here in my kitchen John’s poem
traverses the landscape of my disassembled being
populates the wasteland all across where I go
starts me again
with the first final breath of who I will leave behind.

The Need for Poetry
I am out this morning
with my exquisitely beautiful old dog
Little Black
we have been reading poems
in our overstuffed chair
and now we are on our meditation walk
through old Ellicott City
we have dragged our pain-infused bodies
to the top of this hill
triumphant
marveling at the peach tree heavy with fruit
we are coasting down now
riding the endorphins we have earned.
And here intervenes
the oversized pickup
the balloon tires
the minuscule ineffectual penis
the awful cloud of putrid grey exhaust
the deafening noises.
We return to the studio
choked into silence
and trembling
with a murderous rage.

An Imaginary Life

The Case for Purple Prose
There never was a night that ended or began
Bob Kaufman
Ours is a literary conviction.
It is literally a bruise
no a meme no a trope
Trollope drops dollops
a wound.
No let’s not argue.
Stop these tricks.
Please.
See here
a sensation of your sweet downy cheeks
fuzzy glistening on the sweaty bent back
of a beautiful peach
morning dew glistens on your fallen peach.
Ours is
addiction to brain on paper
dog bark of original despair
details under a black lamp that reveal
the bluey-white splashes
of our awful spilled blood.
Gentle under the orthogonal
of original pain,
I extend our long dark body like a finger
into a realm of hungry ghosts
these are the poets
what’s left of them
this is where
the raging fires of love
still burn.
Everyone
Please take note
this is the only way through.

The Anatomy of My Debris
This delirious poem is a piece of trash
it has arms and legs a head
a drooling head
its feet clomp from the weight of being
detritus
the body contorts from
the pain of being discarded.
The eyes pressed into this fool face are plastic caps.
The hair on its clumsy head is composite small bits of plastic line
weed whacking line fish line
plastic tabs and pulls and cable ties.
My debris is a work of art.
My debris is an artist with cigarette butt fingers
and gumchew toes.
Sunscreen sluffing skin
Tear off float off sheets of greasy coral-killing skin.
A rain of the artist pilfering resources clogs
Seas and bays and rivers and my home stream
chokes off the ocean of all creation
Shedding bits of garbage from the cloak of its being like Appleseed.
Dear gods can’t we burn this body as an offering?
The rank and the poisonous and the forlorn given up to you?
Let our crooked smokes climb to your nostrils through the black ruined air.
Let us be rid of everything.

Hemorrhagic Fervor

What are you Poet or Priest
Darling that vestment
is unbecoming on you
it hangs sloughs off you like
burned skin
what have you become tender?
Every little instruction hurts
too many soothing rules
please please let zealot go.
Come here drop your dress-up
step into this warm bath
clean up and drown.

Stone
Pain is madness of the flesh
Albert Huffstickler
Today we have travelled deeper
together
beneath our doubled skin.
It seems to us that we are fold-together holy
because we are mortal and vulnerable
and lost
in the shadow of our common eye.
I think we are looking in
not for the end of a thing
but for its unrelenting shape.
We have the gravity of the round black hole in our belly.
Or the blue-black sorrow of our sluggish blood circling back.
We have our muffled voice calling across the miserable rain.
Not tonight love,
let’s not succumb
to the weight of solid and unrelenting words.
Our appendage will become leaden with meaning.
We sing the purest flowering and meaningless song.
We walk the heaviness away.
We forget by living
under the awful pressing darkness
of our bare embrace.

Grieving Mother with Lantern

High Oblivion
Your poems do not matter.
No.
They.
Don’t.
Not at all. Not in the least.
Not for the least is there a crumbling.
This is not the sacred conflagration.
This is not the cleansing.
The fumes are poisonous.
Your figures are pillars of ash.
A precarious mime of trees
composing a forest of shapes
that bloom-off in the wind
threshing in a smoke a puff
the mimicry of seed.
That’s all.
That’s it.
You could claim
Burnish!
You are carrying the fire.
Winnowing the chafe.
But, then you would burn into more than a blackened, sticky road The one that traverses
up high
into the blackened hills.
You sing a song that melts the black tar
Searing itself to the bottom of a climbing traveler’s feet.
That’s all.
That’s it.
So compose your artistry
poised at the rim of the smoldering Basalt Lick.
If you think its forms matter,
you are lean
and addled
and desperately
fired up.
That’s all.
That’s it.

A Fistful of Black Soil
Here,
look how our palm
forms these clods,
how the unmade loam
crumbles back into us,
how we settle ourselves
into our once forgotten earth.
The white corkscrewing roots run down the whole length of our body
and pull us deeper down
deeper down than waking
deeper in than sleeping dreaming
deeper among the disassembled ground of our own interior.
Small things; dense things; burrowing things.
Creatures worm back in through and out of our body.
Compose our body.
We feel the warmth of our belly stone eroding
the witless cry to be transformed.
We rain.
We thunder.
We clear.
We shake the last separate drop off our vestigial fingertip.
We dream ourselves back
into our saturated garden
and we make it shine.
And, here comes the wildest first seed blowing on a random wind.

The Arrival
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